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This paper analyzes the convolution algebra M(K\G/K) of zonal measures 
on a Lie group G, with compact subgroup K, primarily for the case when 
M(K\G/K) is commutative and G/K is isotropy irreducible. A basic result for 
such (G, K) is that the convolution of dim G/K continuous (on G/K) zonal 
measures is absolutely continuous. Using this, the spectrum (maximal ideal 
space) of M(K\G/K) is determined and shown to be in l-l correspondence 
with the bounded Bore1 spherical functions. Also, certain asymptotic results 
for the continuous spherical functions are derived. For the special case when G 
is compact, all the idempotents in M(K\G/K) are determined. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the convolution and maximal ideal structure 
of the zonal measure algebra M(K\G/K) of K bi-invariant measures 
on a Lie group G with compact subgroup K. Most of our results relate 
to those pairs (G, K) for which M(K\G/K) is commulative and for 
which the linear isotropy representation of K,, on (G/K),, is irreduc- 
ible. For such (G, K), we prove the basic result (2.5) which shows that 
the convolution of n = dim G/K measures in M(K\G/K), which are 
completely nonatomic as measures on G/K, is absolutely continuous 
with respect to Haar measure on G. Using this, we are able, in Section 3, 
to show that the maximal ideal space of M(K\G/K) is just a finite- 
point compactification of the maximal ideal space of L,(K\G/K) 
(see (3.5, 3.11)), at least when G is connected or compact. Section 3 
also contains several other results relating to the harmonic analysis 
of zonal measures. 
Examples of (G, K) to which our results apply are provided by the 
isotropy irreducible, Riemannian symmetric pairs since Gelfand [SJ 
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has shown L,(K\G/K) is commutative for these pairs and we show 
in (1.2) that this implies M(K\G/K) is commutative. Thus this paper 
subsumes, and was inspired by, our earlier work on central measures 
on Lie groups [lo] and rotation invariant measures on Euclidean 
space [ 1 I] as well as some of Dunkl’s work [I] on zonal measures on 
spheres. The detailed relationship of the present paper to these 
examples is discussed in Section 5. 
Section 4 contains some additional results for the case when G is 
compact. We compute all the idempotent measures in M(K\G/K), 
(4.4), which provides an analog of Cohen’s theorem on idempotent 
measures. Our results are related to those of Rider [13, 141 in the 
compact group case. 
1. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let G be any Lie group with K C G a compact subgroup. Our 
basic object of study is the Banach Algebra M(K\G/K) of K bi- 
invariant finite Bore1 measures on G with convolution multiplication. 
If we denote the point mass at g E G by cg , then we have the equivalent 
definitions. 
= {p E M(G) : p(ASK’) = p(S), all k, k’ E K, all Bore1 S C G). 
(1.1) 
(We shall have occasion to use this same notation when G is only 
locally compact and, in fact, when G is only a semigroup.) It is often 
useful to identify p E M(K\G/K) with the measure p on G/K given 
on a Bore1 set S C G/K by p(S) = ~(7r-l(S)), where n: G --+ G/K 
is the natural projection. Henceforth we shall not distinguish these 
two measures, but we shall make it clear which identification we are 
using. Of course, the measure p is invariant under the natural action 
of K on G/K on the left. Such K-invariant measures on G/K are 
called zonal measures on G/K and hence M(K\G/K) is called the 
algebra of xonal measures on G/K. 
The algebra M(K\G/K) contains an identity - mK , normalized 
Haar measure on K considered as a measure on G. In fact, we have 
M(K\G/K) = {p E M(G): mK * p * mK = ~1. It also contains the 
algebra L,(K\G/K) of K bi-invariant L,-functions when we identify f 
in L,(K\G/K) with fmG in M(K\G/K), where mc is a fixed left Haar 
measure on G. Gelfand [5] (see [7, p. 4081) showed that when G/K 
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is a symmetric space, this &-algebra is commutative. For the most part 
we restrict our attention to the case when M(K\G/K) is commutative. 
This includes those pairs (G, K) which occur in Gelfand’s paper in 
light of 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If G is locally compact, K compact, then 
M(K\G/K) is commutative if and only if L1(K\G/K) is commutative. 
Proof. The only if direction is clear. So suppose L,(K\G/K) is 
commutative. Since a measure p in M(K\G/K) is determined by 
p *f as f ranges over L,(K\G/K) (or C,(K\G/K)), it suffices to show 
p*v*f=v*p*f for p, v E M(K\G/K), f E L,(K\G/K). But 
L,(K\G/K) has a two-sided approximate identity {&> (let {U,} be a 
basis of compact neighborhoods at e and set da = fKU,K/II tKUaK [jr , 
where fs is the characteristic function of S) and also L,(K\G/K) is an 
ideal in M(K\G/K). Thus the commutativity of L,(K\G/K) shows that 
Several specific examples derived from Gelfand’s result are listed 
in Section 5. 
By analogy with the full measure algebra, we introduce a decom- 
position of zonal measures into continuous and discrete parts. Since 
a zonal measure naturally lives on G/K, the notions of continuous 
and discrete we adopt are relative to G/K. Thus we define the con- 
tinuous zonal measures, &lJK\G/K), by 
M,(K\G/K) = {II E M(K\,G/K) : p(gK) = 0, all g E G). (1.3) 
Since {gK) are the points of G/K, and p can be considered as a measure 
on G/K, this is equivalent to 
M,(K\GIK) = (/I E M(K\G/K) : j CL 1 (gk’) = 0, g E G}. 
Also, since the point mass at gK on G/K corresponds to the measure 
on G given by 
&K = % * mK = %k * mKj 
we define the discrete xonal measures, M,(K\G/K), by 
(1.4) 
M,(K\G/K) = fp E M(K\G/K) : p = c CgK&K 9 %,K E @ . 
I 
(1.5) 
GIK 
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war?zing. Not every measure p on G, j.~ = xCIK c&+,K, is in 
M,(K\G/K) since such p may not be left K-invariant (see (1.10) below). 
Now for any measure p E M(K\G/K), we set 
(1.6) 
GIK 
(pd is K bi-invariant since p(kgK) = p(gK) and Ed & ugK * Ed’ = 
tLkgK), and we set 
~0 = CL - ~a E W(K\GIK). (1.7) 
Thus we have a direct sum decomposition 
M(K\GIK) = M,W\GIK) + Mc(K\G/K). 
Just as in the case of the full measure algebra, we have 
PROPOSITION 1.8. If G is locally compact and M(K\G/K) is 
commutative, then M,(K\G/K) is a (two-sided) ideal. 
Proof. Let (-L E M(K\G/K), v E M,(K\G/K). Then 
/.L * v(gK) = j v(h+K) d/~(h) = 0 
as v E M,(K\G/K). Thus p *v E M,(K\G/K). Since M(K\G/K) is 
commutative, this shows M,(K\G/K) is an ideal. 1 
Remark. When G is a Lie group, it can be shown that M,(K\G/K) 
is a two-sided ideal without assuming commutativity. Whether this 
can be done in the general locally compact case is not known to us. 
Now we develop a more concrete picture of the discrete zonal 
measures. First, observe that for any p E M(K\G/K), we must have 
p(gK) = 0 unless gK has a finite K-orbit in G/K, since p(kgK) = 
p(gK) by left K-invariance. Thus it is natural to try to describe the 
discrete ional measures in terms of the set 
N = {g E G : gK has a finite K-orbit in G/K}. 
In fact we have 
(1.9) 
PROPOSITION 1.10. Let G be locally compact and N be 
Then: 
(i) N is a subsemigroup of G with K C N. 
as in (1.9). 
’ and only if p = &iK c&.&K with c , , (4 P c %(K\GIK) tf 
N K 
cnK 1 < Co and C,K = cknK for all k E K and n E N. 
(iii) If KS = & niK, then b&K * pnK = 1 /p(C& pmn,K)- 
Hence M,(K\G/K) is a subalgebra. 
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Moreover, if N is retopologized so that nK has the relative topology 
from G, while each nK is open in N, then M,(K\G/K) = M(K\N/K). 
Proof. (i) That K C N is obvious. Now if g, h E N and KhK = 
(Jj h,K, KgK = (JigiK, then KghK C (Ji g,KhK = IJi UjgihjK. 
So gh E N. 
(ii) That p E M,(K\G/K) has the desired form follows from 
the observation preceding this proposition that p(gK) = 0 if g $ N, 
together with the definition, (1.5), of M,(K\G/K). Conversely, for 
the “if” part, suppose p has the desired form. Then clearly p is right 
K-invariant as uOK * ek = l g + mK * ck = psK by the right K- 
invariance of mK . Also, p is left K-invariant since ek * p = 
CNIK &KpknK = &K CknKpknK = p because %K = CknK . 
(iii) If the first assertion is true, then clearly M,(K\G/K) is a 
subalgebra in light of (ii). To prove the first assertion, it suffices to 
show that mK * E, * mK = (l/p) xi”=, 6%; * mK . To do this, set Ki = 
{k E K; knK = n,K}, where KnK = (J n,K and n, = n. Then Kl 
is a subgroup of K, the Ki are the cosets of Kl and, thus, mK(Ki) = 
1 /p. Now for f E C,.(G) we get, writing dk for dm, , 
mK * E, f mK(f) = ,-JKxKf(k’“k) dk dk’ 
So we are done. n 
In case G is a Lie group, we can further identify the semigroup N 
and in fact show that it is a closed subgroup. Specifically we have 
PROPOSITION 1 .ll. Let G be a Lie group, K a compact subgroup 
with identity component K, , and let N be as in (1.9). Then 
(i) N = normalizer of K,, in G = N(K,). 
(ii) If K is connected and M(K\G/K) is commutative, then 
M,(K\G/K) is isomorphic to the group meusure algebra M((N(K)/K),), 
where (N(K)/K), is the abelian group N(K)/K with the discrete topology. 
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Proof. (i) If n E N(K,,), then R,nK = nK for k, E K, . So the 
K orbit of nK in G/K is actually the K/K, orbit which is finite as KO 
is open in K. Thus n EN. Conversely, if n EN, then the K, orbit 
of nK is connected and finite. Hence it is a single point. Thus K,n C 
nK. This implies n+K,n C K. So n-‘K,n = K, as n-lK,n is a con- 
nected subgroup of K of the same dimension as K, . Hence n E N(K,). 
(ii) If K is connected, then N(K,J = N(K), so K is normal 
in N by (i). Thus nK = knK for all k E K and n E N, so (l.lO(ii)) 
implies M,(K\G/K) = Z,(N(K)/K). Moreover, since KnK = nK, 
(I.lO(iii)) shows that pLmK * pltK = p,,K . Thus the convolution 
structure of MJK\G/K) . IS isomorphic to M((N(K)/K),). Since 
M,(K\G/K) is commutative, it follows that N(K)/K is an abelian 
group* I 
In the next section we examine the convolution structure of 
Mc(K\GIK). 
2. GEOMETRY AND CONVOLUTIONS IN THE 
ISOTROPY IRREDUCIBLE CASE 
We now wish to study the convolution structure in M,.(K\G/K). 
Since the extreme points of the unit ball of this space are given by the 
measures mK * cg * mK , g $ N, we begin by examining some geometric 
properties of the double cosets KgK, g $ N, which are the supports of 
these measures. For this investigation we restrict attention to Lie 
group pairs (G, K) satisfying 
(2.1) The linear isotropy representation of the identity component 
K, on the tangent space (G/K),g is (a) irreducible and (b) nontrivial. 
Condition (a) can be rephrased to say that if g and f are the Lie 
algebras of G and K, respectively, then the representation of K,, on 
g/f, induced by restricting the adjoint representation of G to KO , is 
irreducible. Condition (b) guarantees that N(K,,) # G, and also rules 
out the case when G is a one-dimensional extension of K. In the 
setting of condition (2.1), we have the following geometric result. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let (G, K) be a pair of connected Lie groups 
satisfying (2.1). For any ai E G, i = I,..., n with ai $ N(K) (equivaZentZy, 
Ad(a,)f $Z f), define a map fn: Kn+l + G by fn(k, ,..., k,,,) = 
klalk2 *-* ank,+l . Then rank f” > min(dim G, n + dim K) except 
on a proper analytic subvariety of Kn+l. 
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Proof. We identify the Lie algebras g, f with the corresponding 
right-invariant vector fields, and we also identify the tangent space at 
any point of G or K with g or f via right translation to e. Then the 
differential dfk? P+l -+ g, where k = (K, ,..., K,,,), is given by 
dfkn(Xl ,. . ., X,,,) = (d/dt)(exp - tXl . k,a, ..* ura exp - tX,+, * K,+1) 
= Xl + Ad(R,a,) X, + ... + Ad&z, .a. &a,) X,,, . 
(2.3) 
This shows that the range, hence the rank, of dfkn is independent of 
the chaise of k,+l . It also shows that our result is true when n = 0, 
since then the range of df O is f. 
Now as f It is an analytic map and the condition “rank off n at 
k < j” is determined by the vanishing of analytic functions, it suffices 
to show that the “rank off n at k 3 min(dim G, n + dim K)” is true 
for just one k = (k, ,..., k,,,) (since K is connected). Suppose, by 
induction, that this result is true forf +--l. Then we can find k, ,..., k,-, 
such that 
a = range 4 ?k;?...,k,-l,,) 
has dim a > min(dim G, dim K + n - 1). (a is independent of the 
choice of * in K by the remark following (2.3).) If dim a = dim G, 
then we are done. If not, then since (2.3) shows 
a + Ad(k,a, **a k,a,)(f) = range dfkn, 
it suffices to show that we can find k, E K such that 
Ad&z,)(f) g Ad((K,a, *-a Kn-lun-l)-l)(a) = b. 
But since Ad(a,)(f) $ f, there exists X E f with Ad(a,)(X) I$ f. Also, 
as Ad j K induces an irreducible representation on g/r and b + f 
is proper in g, there is a k, E K with Ad(k,)(Ad(a,)(X)) $ b + f. So 
the proof is done. 1 
By using this geometric result, we can derive a very useful theorem 
illustrating the smoothing effects of convolution. But first we need 
the following 
LEMMA 2.4. Let the Lie group pair (G, K) satisfy (2.1). Then 
I?(K,)/K is a discrete subset of G/K. 
Proof. We have already observed that the conditions of (2.1) 
imply N(K,) # G. Moreover, since the representation of K, on g/f 
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is irreducible, K0 = N(K,), as the Lie algebra of N(K,) contains f 
and is K,, invariant. Thus K, , and hence K, is open in N(K,). So 
N(K,)/K is discrete in G/K as N(K,) is closed in G. 1 
Now we have the major result on convolutions in M,(K\G/K). 
THEOREM 2.5. Let (G, K) b e a Lie group pair satisfying (2.1). 
If~FLiEMC(K\G/K),i= l,...,n=dimG/K,then~1.=~.,*~~*...*~, 
is absolutely continuous, i.e., p E L,(K\G/K). 
Proof. It suffices to consider the case when K is connected since 
(2.1) depends only on K, and K bi-invariant measures are surely K,, 
bi-invariant. Thus we assume K connected. 
First we observe that since each pi is continuous as a measure on 
G/K and since N(K)/K is d iscrete by (2.4), pi vanishes on all finite, 
hence all compact, subsets of N(K)/K. Thus, by regularity, pFLi 
vanishes on N(K)/K. Thus, back on G, we have / pi I(N(K)) = 0. 
SO cci is supported on the set G* = G - N(K). 
Now let S C G be a Bore1 set with 5s its characteristic function. 
(Later we shall assume me(S) = 0.) Then, using the K bi-invariance 
of each t.~$ , the previous paragraph, and Fubini’s theorem, we get 
49 = Plf . ..*~-ln(S)=mx”~l*mK~~Z*...*mK*~.*mx(S) 
Fixing ai E G*, we let f (k, ,..., A,,,) = k,a, **a ankn+l , as in (2.2). 
Then the inner integral is just 
I ~,(k,ff, --- u&,+~) dk, ... dk,+l = m,,+,(f-l(S))- p+1 
We shall show that if m,(S) = 0, then m,,+,( f -l(S)) = 0 and hence 
that p(S) = 0. This will complete the proof. 
Haar measure on any Lie group is mutually absolutely continuous 
with respect to Lebesgue measure in any coordinate patch. Thus, 
so far as questions of measure zero are concerned, we may restrict 
attention to a coordinate neighborhood and replace rnR,,+l and m, 
by Lebesgue measures. Now Proposition 2.2 implies that f has rank 
equal to dim G = dim K + dim G/K, except on a proper subvariety 
of Kn+l. This subvariety must be of smaller dimension than f(n+l, 
hence it has Lebesgue measure zero (as a subset of K%+l). Moreover, 
on the open complement of this subvariety, f has maximal rank, so the 
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implicit function theorem shows that after proper choice of coordinates, 
near each point f is just an orthogonal projection between two 
Euclidean spaces. Then Fubini’s theorem shows f -l(S) has Lebesgue 
measure zero as S has Lebesgue measure zero. 1 
In the next section we shall use (2.5) to investigate the maximal 
ideal structure of M(K\G/K). 
3. THE SPECTRUM OF M(K\G/K) 
From here on we shall restrict attention to pairs (G, K) which, in 
addition to satisfying (2. l), are such that the algebra M(K\G/K) is 
commutative. For such pairs we use our previous results to determine 
the spectrum (or maximal ideal space) of M(K\G/K), which we denote 
by Y(M(K\G/K)). (W e s a use the notation Y(A) to denote the h 11 
spectrum of any commutative Banach algebra A.) In addition, we 
shall prove several results relating to the (zonal) Fourier-Stieltjes 
transform. We begin with a discussion of two easily defined subsets 
of Y(M(K\G/K)). 
First, since L,(K\G/K) is an ideal in M(K\G/K), each complex 
homomorphism h E Y(L,(K\G/K)) can be uniquely extended to a 
homomorphism, h’, of M(K\G/K) by choosing f ELr(K\G/K) with 
A( f ) # 0 and defining 
From (3.1) and the definition of the topology on the spectrum of 
a Banach algebra, it is clear that the extension map from Y(L,(K\G/K)) 
to ~WtK\WN is injective and is a homeomorphism onto its image. 
Thus we can identify 9(Lr(K\G/K)) as a subspace of Y(M(K\G/K)). 
In all the important examples of pairs (G, K) satisfying our assump- 
tions, the spaces Y(L,(K\G/K)) has been quite explicitly determined. 
This is discussed in Section 5 in connection with these examples. 
A slightly different picture of this extension can be obtained from 
the work of Gelfand [5] (see [7, p. 4101) which shows that the spectrum 
~W,VWI~)) is in l-l correspondence with the (elemeffturr) 
bounded continuous spherical functions, that is, the bounded continuous 
functions 4: G -+ C which solve the functional equation 
(3.2) 
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In particular, if C#J~ denotes the solution to (3.2) corresponding to 
X E Y(L,(K\G/K)), then for f E L,(K\G/K), 
By use of the Eq. (3.2) and the K bi-invariance of TV E M(K\G/K), 
it is easy to see that the extension A’ is given by the integral formula 
h’(P) = ( h-l) 44g). (3.3) 
The second subset of P’(M(K\G/K)) arises by duality from the 
surjective algebra homomorphism from M(K\G/K) to M,(K\G/K) 
which maps t.~ = pd + ,LL~ to pd . The corresponding map of the 
spectra takes y E Y(M,(K\G/K)) and lifts it to y* E P’(M(K\G/K)) 
given by 
Y”(P) = Y(cLd)~ p = Pd + PC . (3.4) 
This, too, gives a homeomorphic map from the compact space 
F(M,(K\G/K)) onto its image. 
In most of the examples satisfying (2.1), this second part of 
YW(K\GIK)) is actually finite, as a result of 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let (G, K) b e a Lie group pair satisfying (2.1). 
(i) If G is compact, then N(K,)/K is$nite. 
(ii) If G is connected but not compact, then N(K,) = K. 
Thus under either of the conditions (i) or (ii), M,(K\G/K)) is finite. 
Proof. (i) follows’ immediately from (2.4) as G/K is compact. 
Now for (ii) we claim that under its hypotheses, G/K has a G-invariant 
Riemannian metric with respect to which it is either a Euclidean space 
or an irreducible Riemannian symmetric space of noncompact type. 
To verify this, we may assume G acts effectively on G/K, for if K’ is 
the compact kernel of the G-action, then (G/K’, K/K’) still satisfies 
the hypotheses and G/K E G/K//K/K’. Now (1.1) and (1.2) in 
Wolf’s work [15] apply to give our claim. Thus G/K has the structure 
of a simply connected Riemannian manifold of nonpositive sectional 
curvature with K acting as isometries (see [7, p. 2051). In this setting, 
geodesics joining points in G/K are unique, so there can be no fixed 
points for the isometries of K,, except for eK as otherwise K,, would 
have a l-dimensional invariant subspace in g/r. Thus N(K,) = K 
as N(K,,)/K is the set of fixed points of K, in G/K. 
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The last part of the proposition follows from the identification of 
(1.10). 1 
We can get a description of this second part of Y(M(K\G/K)) 
similar to (3.2) and (3.3) if we recall that in (1.10) we identified 
M,(K\G/K) with M(K\N(&)/K), h w ere IV(&) is given the topology 
which makes each R-coset open. Since we are assuming that (2.1) 
holds for the pair (G, K), Lemma 2.4 shows that this is the topology 
on N(K,) induced from G. Thus M(K\N(K,)/K) = L,(K\N(K,,)/K). 
So the theory of spherical functions, mentioned in connection with 
(3.2) and (3.3), appl ies to the pair (IV(&), K) and shows that each 
Y E ,4”(M(K\NKo)/W) corresponds to a bounded continuous $I.,,: 
N(K,,) -+ @ which satisfies (3.2) on N(K,) and is such that 
y*(p) = Y(Pd) = j-4) AL+) 4dY)~ (3.6) 
where we have identified the spectra of M,(K\G/K) and 
MF\NtKo)IW N ow if we extend & to a function on all of G by 
setting 
+,(g) = ]fd~ ;; $0;~ (3.7) 
, 0 1 
then I$, is a bounded Bore1 function on G. Moreover, if p = pd + y, , 
then, since (2.1) holds, IV(&) . IS a set of PC-measure zero (see the 
second paragraph in the proof of (2.5)) and hence 
Since integration against the K bi-invariant function 4, gives a homo- 
morphism of M(K\G/K), 4, must satisfy the functional equation (3.2) 
in light of 
LEMMA 3.9. Let C$ be a K bi-invariant (bounded) Bore1 function 
on G and suppose CL + SO d&P> &(g) g ives a continuous homomorphism 
of M(K\G/K). Then C# satisfies (3.2) and j (b [ < 1. 
Proof. This follows by applying the homomorphism to the 
measures mg * Ed * mK and mK * Ed * mK . Specifically, since 4 is K 
bi-invariant, we have 
&cl) = s, J;+((hsk’)-‘) dk a2 = 1 +(g-1) d(rnK * ES * mfc)(g>. (3.10) 
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Thus, the homomorphic property and the K bi-invariance of 4 show 
+(x-l) +(p) = +(g-‘) d(mK * % * mK * ltlK * % * mK)k) 
as mK is inversion invariant. Since any continuous homomorphism has 
norm 1, (3.10) h sowsI~I~1asIImK*E5E*mKII=1. 1 
As a consequence of this, we see that under our assumptions on 
(G, K), all the homomorphisms of M(K\G/K) which arise from 
elements in Y(L,(K\G/K)) and Y(M,(K\G/K)) are given by integra- 
tion against bounded Bore1 solutions to the functional equation for 
spherical functions, (3.3). In fact, these exhaust the spectrum of 
M(K\G/K) as we show in 
THEOREM 3.11. Let (G, K) be a Lie group pair satisfying (2.1) and 
assume M(K\G/K) is commutative. Then: 
(9 YW(K\GIK)) = =%GW\G/K)) u ~WW\WW9. 
If K is connected, Y(M(K\N(K)/K)) is just (N(K)/Kj^ , the dual of the 
discrete abelian group N(K)/K. 
(ii) Every homomorphism in Y(M(K\G/K)) is given by 
integration against a unique nonzero bounded Bore1 solution to the 
functional equation (3.2). 
(iii) The only nonzero bounded Bore1 solutions to (3.2) on G are 
the bounded continuous spherical functions on G and the bounded con- 
tinuous spherical functions on N(K,,) extended to be zero off N(K,). 
Proof, For (i), just as in (3.2) of [lo], it is easy to show, using (2.5), 
that a homomorphism of M(K\G/K) is either determined by its 
restriction to L,(K\G/K) and so is in Y(L,(K\G/K)) or else is zero on 
M,(K\G/K) and is determined by its restriction to M,(K\G/K) and 
so is in Y(M,(K\G/K)) = Y(M(K\N(K,)/K)). This proves the first 
sentence. The second follows from (1.11 (ii)). 
For (ii) only the uniqueness needs to be proved. So let 4, # be 
nonzero bounded Bore1 solutions to (3.2) with J #g-l) dp(g) = 
s e-‘) 443 f or all p E M(IQG/K). Then from (3.2), it follows that 
4, # are K bi-invariant since mK is K bi-invariant. So (3.10) holds for 
both 4 and # and shows they are equal, as mK t 4 * mK E M(K\G/K) 
for all x E G. 
For (iii) we note that it is easy to show that any bounded Bore1 
solution to (3.2) defines, via the appropriate integral, a homomorphism 
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of M(K\G/K) to C. So (iii) follows from (i), (ii), and the discussion 
preceding the theorem. 1 
These results give a complete description of the points in 
YtWK\GIK))- 1 n order to describe the topology of this spectrum, 
that is, how the pieces fit together, we introduce the jiber mapping 
Fb: Y(M(Ll(K\G/K)) - Y(M,(K\G/K)) given by 
Fb(A) = A’ 1 M,(K\G/K), X E .Y’(L1(K\lG/K)) (3.12) 
(recall A’ is the extension of X to M(K\G/K) given by (3.1)). 
In terms of the mapping Fb and the topology of the two pieces of 
Y(~tK\GIK)), we have the following description of the topology of 
the full spectrum. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let (G, K) be a Lie group pair satisfying (2.1) 
and assume M(K\G/K) is commutative. Then Y(M(K\G/K)) is the com- 
pactification of Y(L,(K\G/K)) bt o ained by adjoining Y(M(K\N(K,)/K) 
in such a way that a net {A,) in Y(L,(K\G/K) converges to y in 
Y(M(K\N(K,JK)) if and only if A,, --+ co in Y(L,(K\G/K)) and 
Fb(h,) - y in SP(M(K\N(K,,)/K). When Sp(M(K\G/K)) is realized us 
the space of bounded Bore1 solutions to (3.2), then its topology is just the 
topology of (bounded) pointwise convergence. 
Proof. For the “only if” direction, note that if A,’ -+ y* in 
P’(M(K\G/K)) then (a) A, must eventually be outside of any compact 
set in Y(L,(K\G/K)) as otherwise a subnet would converge inside 
-J%G(K\GIKN, and (b) the definition of the weak*-topology on 
Y(M(K\G/K)) implies that for pd E M,(K\G/K), 
WWci) = Az’h) - Y*M = Y(KI), 
i.e., Fb(AJ - y in Y(M(K\N(K,,)/K)). For the other direction, 
suppose A, A co and Fb(h,) -+ y, then 
But hu’(pc) - 0 as h,(pCm) -+ 0, m = dim G/K, by the standard 
Gelfand theory since p cm EJVK\GIK) by (2.5). So L’(P) - r(1-4 = 
y*(p). Hence A,’ -+ y* in Y(M(K\G/K)). 
To describe the topology in terms of the set of bounded Bore1 
solutions to (3.2), let {T.> be a net in Y(M(K\G/K)) converging to T 
with {+.} and cj the uniquely associated Bore1 solutions to (3.2). Then 
from (3.10) it follows that for each g E G, 
&(g-‘) = T&n, * Eg * m,) - T(rnK * Eg * rnK) = $qg-1). 
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Since j &(g)i < 1, this is actually bounded pointwise convergence. 
Conversely, let (&} b e a net of bounded Bore1 solutions to (3.2) which 
converges pointwise to a bounded Bore1 solution 4 of this equation, 
with {TV} and T the associated homomorphisms. Then any convergent 
subnet of {T&} must converge to T, since the associated solutions to (3.2) 
will converge pointwise to 4, by the first part of this paragraph. Since 
Sp(M(K\GIK)) is compact this implies 7, ---t 7, and we are done. m 
As a corollary we have a simple asymptotic result about the bounded 
continuous spherical functions on G. 
COROLLARY 3.14. Suppose (G, K) is as in (3.13). Let +A be the 
spherical function corresponding to h E 9(L1(K\G/K)). Then &(g) + 0 
for g $ N(K,,) as h + co in Y(L,(K\G/K)). 
Proof. Suppose that for some g E G, 4,(g) ft 0 as X -+ co. Then 
we can pick a net h, + CO with h,’ + y* in Y(M(K\G/K)), some 
Y E ~(Jtx(K\GIKN an such that j +Jg)l 3 E > 0. But then (3.13) d 
implies I d&>l --f / &,(g)l > E > 0. Hence g E N(K,,) by the defini- 
tion & , (3.7). 1 
In some of the examples of pairs (G, K) satisfying the assumptions 
of this corollary, the spherical functions are well-known special 
functions. Thus we have a rather interesting way of obtaining some 
(weak) asymptotic information for these functions. Of course, our soft 
techniques do not yield the detailed asymptotic behaviors of these 
functions which have been classically derived. Several examples of 
this situation are discussed in Section 5. 
One natural question with regard to the structure of Y(M(K\G/K)) 
is whether Y(L,(K\G/K)) d is e12se. The answer is trivially yes when G 
is connected, but not compact, since then (3.5(ii)) and (3.11) imply 
Y(M(K\G/K))is just the one-point compactification of Y(L,(K\G/K)). 
The answer is also yes when G is compact. To prove this we need 
some facts about the (zonal) Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a measure 
/L E M(K\G/K). Th is is the function $ on Y(L,(K\G/K)) given by 
#WV = J Mg-7 44g) = e4 h E ~GW\GIKN. (3.15) 
Since L,(K\G/K) is semisimple (see [7, p. 453]), it follows that p -+ $ 
is an injective map, as p = 0 when p *f = 0 for all f E L,(K’,G/K). 
This fact will help us complete the proof of 
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THEOREM 3.16. Let (G, K) satisfy the hypotheses of (3.11). More- 
over, suppose G is either connected or compact. Then Y(L,(K\G/K)) is 
dense in Y(M(K\G/K)). 
Proof. The remarks at the beginning of the previous paragraph 
show that we need only consider the compact case. But then 
Y(M,(K\GIK)l is finite by (3.5(i)). So if Y(L,(K\G/K)) was not 
dense, there would exist a point y E Y(M,(K\G/K)) which is isolated 
in Y(M(K\G/K)), by (3.13). The Silov idempotent theorem then 
implies there exists an idempotent measure p E M(K\G/K) with 
y * (p) = 1 and @(A) = X’(p) = 0, all h E Y(L,(K\G/K)). This is 
impossible since the Fourier-Stieltjes transform is injective. 1 
Remark. We can avoid appealing to the Silov theorem by actually 
constructing the idempotent p. This approach is outlined at the end 
of Section 4a in connection with our discussion of idempotent 
measures in the compact case. 
We close this section with one simple result which essentially 
characterizes the measures p for which $ vanishes at infinity. 
THEOREM 3.17. Let (G, K) satisfy the hypotheses of (3.11). If 
p E M,.(K\G/K), then /.i vanishes at inJinity. Conversely, fY(L,(K\G/K)) 
is dense in 9’( M(K\G/K)) and /I vanishes at infinity, then p E M,(K\G/K). 
Proof. If p E M,(K\G/K), then pm EL~(K\G/K), m = dim G/K, 
by (2.5). So p vanishes at infinity as (p)” does. 
For the converse, by the density assumption for each y in 
~P(wdK\Glm we can find a net A, + y*, A, E Y(L,(K\G/K)). 
Now suppose fi vanishes at infinity. Then ha’&) = k(h,) - a,(&) -+ 0 
as a consequence of the first part. Thus y(yd) = 0 for all 
y E Y(M(K\N(K,,)/K). So pd = 0, as M(K\N(K,,)/K) is semisimple, 
and TV = pc as desired. i 
4. IDEMPOTENTS IN THE COMPACT CASE 
In this section we determine explicitly all zonal idempotent measures 
for a compact pair (G, K) satisfying the hypotheses of (3.11). Our 
results are analogous to those of P. Cohen for abelian groups. 
Most of the tools for discussing idempotent measures are in 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose (H, K) is a pair with H compact and 
M(K\H/K) commutative. Let 4, & , & be bounded continuous spherical 
functions on H. Then 
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6) W-l) = 6th); 
(4 ;fh # #2 , then J-B,(h) #,(h) dm&) = 0; 
(iii) #J * 4 = (J j I$ I2 dm,)$. Thus (J I+ j2 dm,)-im, is an 
idempotent measure. 
Proof. This is essentially (9.4.8) in [4]. Or it is an easy exercise to 
derive it from the functional equation (3.2). m 
This result reminds us (via (ii)) that when G is compact, 
~&(K\GIK)) . d’ is ucrete. Also, it identifies some of the idempotents 
in M(K\G/K), namely, for each closed subgroup H 3 K and each 
8 E Y(L,(K\H/K)) with associated spherical function &, on H, there 
is an idempotent 
Of course, given idempotents p1 , pLz E M(K\G/K), new idempotents 
are given by 
PI * CL‘2 T Pl + 112 -PI "P2 9 mK-h, (4.3) 
since we are assuming M(K\G/K) is commutative. Our main result 
says that under the hypotheses of (3.11), the basic idempotents 
{v~,~: H > K, 8 E Y(L,(K\H/K))} together with the operations in (4.3) 
generate all the idempotents. In fact, we have an explicit description 
of all the idempotents since G and N(K,,) are, essentially, the only 
closed subgroups which properly contain K. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let (G, K) be a pair of compact Lie groups satisfying 
the hypotheses of (3.11). Then p E M(K\G/K) is an idempotent $ and 
only ;f there exist disjtint sets A, B with A v B = SP(M(K\N(K,,)/K)) 
and finite sets E, C Fb-l(r), y E 9’(M(K\N(K,)/K)), such that 
(449) 
(where iV = N(K)). Hence, (Y~,~], {a~~,~}, and the operations (4.3) 
generate all odempote-nts. 
Proof. Since E,, and Y(M(K\G/K)), hence A, B, are finite, p is 
well-defined. To see that TV is idempotent, we use the Fourier- 
Stieltjes transform and verify that fl(A’) = 0 or 1 all x’. In fact, since 
+n(g-l) = 4x) by (4.1.1), (4.1 .(ii), (iii)) imply fG,,(h’) = &A, . Also 
c#~, I‘ N is spherical on N, so again (4.1) implies D,,,(X) = SV,F,,~A,) . 
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Using these two observations and the fact that the sets E,, C Flrl(y), 
as y varies, are disjoint, it follows that P(h’) = 0 or 1 for all A’. 
Conversely, suppose p is an idempotent, then so is pa as the map 
p = pe + cud -+ pd is a homomorphism. So for each y E Y(M(K\N/K)), 
y(pa) = 0 or 1. Let A = {r : y&J = 0}, B = {y : y(& = l}. To 
define E,, , notice that &.(A) = ($ - @J(h) = 0, 1, or - 1 for all X in 
J%(K\GIQ). S ince &, vanishes at infinity by (3.17), 6, has finite 
support so if we set E,, = {A E F&-l(r): p,(X) # 0}, then E,, is finite. 
With these definitions of A, B, and E, , p is given by (4.4(i)) since both 
sides have the same Fourier-Stieltjes transform. 1 
This theorem can be recast, in a form more analogous to Cohen’s 
theorem for abelian groups, as a characterization of the ring of sets 
9 = {S(p) = {A: p(h) = 1): t.~ * p = p}. Since this would require 
extensive discussion of the hypergroup and hypercoset structure of 
Y&(K\GIQ) bee [21), but d oes not provide much additional 
information about the idempotents, we have chosen to omit it. 
Of course the determination of all idempotents in M(K\G/K) 
means that we have determined all the closed complemented G- 
invariant subspaces of C(G/K) and L,(G/K), since the projection on 
such a space is given by (right) convolution with an idempotent in 
M(K\G/K). See [4, (9.4.10)] for details. 
Before finishing with the topic of idempotent measures, we give a 
new proof of (3.16) which avoids the Silov idempotent theorem. 
Proof of (3.16) in the Compact Cue. Suppose Y(L,(K\G/K)) is 
not dense in Y(M(K\G/K)). Then since Y(L,(K\G/K)) is discrete, 
the description of the topology of Y(M(K\G/K)) in (3.13) shows 
there must exist y E Y(M(K\N/K)) with H+(y) finite. But then 
consider p = v~,~ - &-I(v) vG,I . 
proof 
By the observations in the previous 
= 6 v.Fb(A’) - c %A~ 
l%-‘(v) 
so vN.A = cFb-l(v) vG,A , which is impossible since v,,, is discrete while 
vGsA is absolutely continuous. 1 
Remark. This proof simplifies 3.3 and 5.2 of [lo] since it eliminates 
the use of induced representation. 
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5. EXAMPLES AND CONNECTIONS UJITH OTHER WORK 
In this section we discuss three classes of examples of measure 
algebras which can be studied using the results of the previous 
sections. These are the algebras of (I) central measures on compact 
simple Lie groups, (II) rotation invariant measures on Euclidean 
space, and (III) zonal measures on irreducible Riemannian symmetric 
spaces of compact or noncompact type. For (I) and (II) we indicate 
why these algebras are isomorphic to appropriate zonal measure 
algebras for pairs (G, K) satisfying all of our assumptions. For all of 
the examples we discuss the implication of our results and also briefly 
indicate the relation between other papers and our present work. 
(I) Central measures on compact simple Lie groups 
Let H be a compact simple Lie group (perhaps disconnected) with 
dim H # 0. Then the pair (G, K) with G = H x H, K = 
{(h, h): h E H} sa is t’ fi es all the hypotheses of (3.1 I). In fact, K,, z HO 
and the action of K,, on g/t := h is just the adjoint action of HO on b 
which is irreducible since H is simple and is nontrivial as dim H 3 3. 
Moreover, the homeomorphism G/K + H given by (h’, h)K -+ h’h-l 
induces a Banach space isometry from M(G/K) to M(H). When 
restricted to M(K\G/K), th is isometry is easily seen to be an algebra 
isomorphism onto &P(H)-the center of M(H). Since M”(H) is 
commutative, all the assumptions of (3. I 1) are satisfied for M(K\G/K). 
The group iV(K,) is easily identified since the map G/K + H 
carries N(&)/K to the set of points in H with finite conjugacy class. 
In particular, when H (hence K) is connected, N(K)/K is isomorphic 
to Z(H)-the center of H-and Md(K\G/K) corresponds to the 
(discrete) measures on Z(H). 
In the present setting, Y(L,(K\G/K)) is essentially the discrete 
space, A, of (classes of) irreducible unitary representations of H, and a 
spherical function $A on G, when carried to H via the map G/K + H, 
is identified with the normalized character, xJd(h), d(X) = x,(e), of 
the corresponding representation (see [7, p. 4081 for details). In case H 
is connected, then the spherical functions for N(K) are just the charac- 
ters of the finite abelian group Z(H), so when we apply (3.1 l), we see 
that Y(kP(H)) = Y(M(K\G/K)) = A u Z(H) .^ Thus we recover 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.6 of [lo]. 
The asymptotic relation (3.14) implies that if H is connected, then 
p2 xAw44 = 0 for h $2(H). (5.1) 
This consequence of our work has been used by Rider in [13, 141. 
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(II) Rotation invariant measures on Euclidean space 
Let K be any compact Lie group and n: K + O(n) any orthogonal 
representation of K on IWn such that rr 1 K, is irreducible and nontrivial 
(so n > 1). Then the algebra MK([Wn) of K-invariant measures on IWn 
is isomorphic as an algebra to M(K\G/K), where G = K X, &P is a 
semidirect product. As in (I), this is seen by restricting to M(K\G/K) 
the natural Banach space isometry from M(G/K) to M([w”) induced 
by the homeomorphism of K x, W/K to [Wn taking (k, v)K -+ +k)v. 
Since M(P), hence MK((Wn), is abelian, the commutativity assumption 
on M(K\G/K) is satisfied. 
In this case, N(K,) = K as the origin is the only point of Iw” (g G/K) 
with finite K-orbit (a simple case of (3.5(ii))). So (3.11) shows that 
Y(MK(W)) is the one-point compactification of Y(L,(K\G/K)) = 
Y(LIK(W)). Th is special case was considered in [I I], where we 
showed that Y(Li~(UP)) = W/K = the space of K-orbits in IP. 
The reason for calling (3.14) a weak asymptotic estimate is best 
pointed up in this context. When K = SO(n), r = Id, the spherical 
functions 4, , Y E Iw+ = lFP/SO( n , can be explicitly calculated in terms ) 
of Bessel functions (see [l 1, (A.2)]) f rom which it follows via classical 
estimates that 4,(K, v) = O(r-(n-1)/2), Y 3 co, and v f 0. However, 
(3.14) only says +,(K, V) = o( 1). 
(III) Zonal measures on irreducible Riemannian symmetric spaces 
Both of the previous examples considered algebras which were 
shown to be isomorphic to M(K\G/K) with (G, K) a Riemannian 
symmetric pair. The remaining examples are provided by the zonal 
measures algebras of irreducible Riemannian symmetric pairs (G, K). 
These are tabulated in [7, pp. 339-3551. (Strictly speaking, the con- 
nected Lie groups in example (I) fit under this general category.) By 
definition, K,, acts irreducibly on g/t in this case and M(K\G/K) is 
commutative by [5] and (1.2), so (3.11) applies. There are two distinct 
examples here. 
(a) The Noncompact Type. In case (G, K) is an irreducible 
Riemannian symmetric pair of noncompact type, then from (3.5(ii)) 
we know N(K,,) = K, as G is connected by definition. Thus 
Y(M(K\G/K)) is th e one-point compactification of Y(L,(K\G/K)). 
Now the space Y(L,(K\G/K)) h as b een determined by Helgason and 
Johnson in [8] (also see [6, p. 661). It consists of a certain unbounded 
domain with boundary in C l, 1 = rank G/K, modulo a certain finite 
group of linear transformations. Thus Y(M(K\G/K)) is a complex 
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manifold with boundary, and the complex structure is reflected in the 
fact that the Gelfand transforms are holomorphic off the boundary. 
A specific example is given by G = SL(2, R), K = SO(2). For 
this pair, we have 
P’&(K\G/K)) = {z E @ : 1 Im z 1 < 1)/z N -z, 
where z E @ corresponds to the homomorphism given by integration 
against the spherical function &: 
(cash r + sinh Y  cos ~)+-1)/2 du, 
k E K, Y E R, and n = (i :) some t E R (see [7, p. 4061). Thus 
YPW\W-N is biholomorphically equivalent to the closed unit 
disc, and the space of Gelfand transforms of this algebra can be 
considered as a rather interesting Banach algebra of analytic functions 
on the disc with continuous extensions to the boundary. Corollary 
(3.14) says that 4,(g) converges to 0 as z --+ co provided r # 0. 
Certainly this is not at all obvious from the integral expression above. 
We should note that (1.1) and (1.2) of Wolf’s work [IS] imply that 
the examples in (II) and (IIIa) essentially exhaust all pairs (G, K) 
satisfying the assumptions of (3.11) with G noncompact and connected. 
This is strictly true if we rule out the trivial exceptions in which K 
contains some nondiscrete closed normal subgroup of G. 
(b) The Compact Type. Our last class of examples is 
provided by the irreducible Riemannian symmetric pairs of compact 
type. For these pairs, the space Y(L,(K\G/K)) has also been explicitly 
determined. It is the discrete space of irreducible class-one representa- 
tions of G. And by (3.5(i)), Y(M(K\G/K)) is just a finite pointed 
compactification of this discrete space. Of course, all the results of 
Section 4 apply here. 
In certain classical examples, Y(L,(K\G/K)) has more well-known 
descriptions. For instance, if G = SO(m + 1), K = SO(m), so 
G/K = Sm, the m-sphere, then the continuous spherical functions 
which correspond to Y(L,(K\G/K)) are just the functions 4,(g) = 
PnA((gv, a>), n = 0, I,..., where P,” is the ultrapherical polynomial of 
degree n (normalized so that P,“(l) = I), h = (m - 1)/2, and er is the 
north pole of Sm. (See [4, (9.6.7)]). Since K = K,, has just two fixed 
points on Sm (the poles), we have N(K)/K G 2, so Y(M(K\G/K)) = 
N U Z,^ . Since P,^(-1) = (-l)“, it follows from (3.13) that the 
sequence of even integers in N converges to the trivial character of 
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2, while the sequence of odd integers converges to the nontrivial 
character of 2,. Thus we have recovered many of the results in 
Dunkl’s paper [l]. 
For the special case of S”, Dunk1 proves a stronger result than 
(2.5): the convolution of two (rather than m) continuous zonal 
measures on S” is absolutely continuous. This comes about since 
in this case it is easy to see that in the geometric result (2.2) we have 
rank fz = dim G (except on a small exceptional set). Perhaps some 
similar improvement of (2.2) can be obtained in the general case. The 
natural (minimal) guess is that rankfk = dim G, where k = 
[(dim G/K - l)b] + 1 and j = minimum dimension of any non- 
finite K orbit in G/K. 
In connection with the compact examples, we should mention that 
Dunk1 has observed that his general theory of commutative Pw- 
hypergroups in [2], which came to our attention after this research 
was done, applies to the compact double coset space K\G/K. When 
suitably interpreted, this general theory contains a few of the results 
of our paper. It is possible that all of the irreducible pairs (G, K) of 
compact type are such that K\G/K satisfy Dunkl’s definition of an 
SP*-hypergroup, Definition 3.1 in [3], although this seems difficult 
to verify. If this were true, other of our results, notably the determina- 
tion of Y(M(K\G/K)) and, essentially, the characterization of <the 
idempotents, would follow from his work, at least in the case when K 
is connected. 
We close this paper by pointing out that we do not know if there 
are any pairs (G, K) with G compact and connected and K acting 
effectively on G/K which satisfy the assumptions of (3.1 I), but are 
distinct from those pairs discussed under (I) and (IIIb). Wolf [15] 
has given a complete list of all pairs (G, K) satisfying the irreducibility 
criterion (2.1) so the problem is to determine whether any of these 
pairs have M(aG/K) or L,(K\G/K) commutative. 
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